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1. The Three Brained Machine
   - *machine* – an apparatus consisting of interrelated parts with separate functions, used in the performance of some kind of work
   - The Great Experiment and The Great Work

2. Sacrifice and Transformation
   - *sacrifice* – to make something holy, as in sacrament.

3. Intelligence and Mechanicity
   - *intelligence* – from Latin *intellegēns*: understanding, realizing, perceiving, discerning.
     - *intelligō* – inter (“between”) + legō (“collect; recite”).
INTELLIGENCE

- Binah means “intelligence”
- The Third Logos
- The Holy Spirit
- The Divine Mother
SEVEN COSMOSES

Mechanicity starts within the third cosmos, because these three primordial laws divide themselves in order to become six laws.

Samael Aun Weor, *The Elimination of Satan’s Tail*
INFERNO OF INCREASING MECHANICITY

The numbers of laws in the inferior dimensions are multiplied by 96:

1. Moon    96 Laws
2. Mercury 192 Laws
3. Venus   288 Laws
4. Sun     384 Laws
5. Mars    480 Laws
6. Jupiter 576 Laws
7. Saturn  672 Laws
8. Uranus  768 Laws
9. Neptune 864 Laws
Intellectual Center

“Do not allow intellectual concepts to pass through our mind in a mechanical manner; in other words, we become cognizant of all the intellectual data that come to the mind. How do we become cognizant of that data? It is done by means of Meditation. So, if we read a book, we should meditate on it, try to comprehend it.”
Emotional Center

“We must become cognizant of all the activities of our Emotional Center. It is unfortunate to see how people move under the impulse of emotions, in a completely mechanical manner, without any control whatsoever. So, we must become self-cognizant of all emotions.”
Motor-Instinctual-Sexual Centers

“We must become self-cognizant of all our activities, of all our movements, of all our habits, and not do anything in a mechanical manner.

We must become lords of our instincts and subdue them. We must comprehend them in-depth, integrally.

We must transmute the sexual energy. We transmute our creative energies by means of certain alchemical procedures.”
SUPERIOR CENTERS

The “I” exerts control upon the five inferior centers of the human machine; these five centers are the: intellectual, emotional, motor (movement), instinctual, and sexual.

The “I” cannot control the two superior centers of the human being, which are the Superior Mind and Superior Emotion. If we want to dissolve the “I,” we must study it through the inferior centers; we need comprehension.

Samael Aun Weor
The cost of self-realization is life itself.

Superior laws overcome inferior laws through sacrifice.

Perform your sacred duty.